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The Lukewarm Paradigm and Funding
of Science
By Patrick J Michaels

Increasingly, our world is one of global ‘lukewarming’, where global
warming is real, but neither momentous now, nor likely to become
so, within a foreseeable future. The surface average temperature of our
planet is about 0.8 °C warmer than it was at the turn of the twentieth century. Human beings have something to do with this, but they
most certainly don’t have everything to do with it. It is also important
to note that, if United States temperatures are any guide, the pace of
recent warming is likely to be overestimated (Watts et al. 2015). Other,
truly independent, sources – microwave-sounding satellites and thermistors attached to ascending weather balloons – confirm that warming is
real, and establish that it is occurring at only a modest pace. A modest
warming, which is only partially fuelled by human activities, during
an era of rising atmospheric greenhouse-gas concentrations, serves to
elevate support for lukewarming, and to downgrade worries of rapid and
alarming, temperature increases.
Modelled climate sensitivities in the latest suite of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) general circulation models
(GCMs) (Stocker et al. 2013) clearly average too high. The climate
community, which is defined by models and modellers, is engaged in
the type of behaviour predicted by Thomas Kuhn in his classic book
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The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (1996). This community generates
data in support of a paradigm that may violate basic physics, blatantly
cherry
picking to support the policy science. The incentive structure in modern science requires that practitioners largely support the
high-sensitivity model-based paradigm of warming in order to remain
employed and to advance in their careers. The result is a polluted canon
of knowledge. This disorder is systemic across most areas of science that
are difficult to replicate, climate science being a prime example.

Ignoring anomalies in defence of the existing paradigm
A key uncertainty in projecting future climate change is the magnitude
of equilibrium climate sensitivity, which is the eventual increase in global
annual average surface temperature in response to a doubling of atmo
spheric concentration carbon dioxide (CO2).
Around the time that the IPCC’s Second Assessment Report
was written, in 1995, the first generation general circulation models
(GCMs), incorporating both greenhouse warming and sulphate cooling,
were published. The equilibrium climate sensitivity of most of these did
not differ much from the most recent suite of 30 models included in the
IPCC’s Fifth Assessment Report (Stocker et al. 2013), with an average
sensitivity of 3.2 °C. This figure is higher than the average sensitivity of
2.0 °C found in a series of papers published from 2011, as detailed in
my contribution to the previous volume of Climate Change: The Facts
(Michaels 2015). I also published a much earlier paper (Michaels et al.
2002) implying a sensitivity of approximately 1.6 to 1.9 °C.
All of these low-sensitivity publications have been largely ignored.
A particularly prescient passage in Kuhn’s book (1996) describes this as
the normal situation in science:
In science … novelty emerges only with difficulty, manifested by resistance,
against a background provided by expectation. Initially, only the anticipated
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and the usual are experienced even under circumstances where anomaly is
later to be observed.

Besides the publications mentioned above, there are several more
‘anomalies’ that are being ignored, or are somehow considered to be
consistent with the high-sensitivity model-based paradigm.
Figure 18.1 shows the large and growing mismatch between the
global average lower-tropospheric temperature evolution in the 2013
IPCC suite of GCMs, along with what has been observed by weather
balloons and satellites.
Figure 18.1 A comparison of climate-model simulations with observed temperature
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Centred five-year averages of temperatures from the middle troposphere showing the mean from
102 climate model runs (red series), three satellite data compilations (green series), and four
weather-balloon datasets (blue series).
Source: adapted from Christy, JR 2016, ‘Testimony to the U.S. House Committee on Science,
Space & Technology’, 2 February, viewed 28 March, 2017, http://docs.house.gov/meetings/SY/
SY00/20160202/104399/HHRG-114-SY00-Wstate-ChristyJ-20160202.pdf.
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It is a stark testimony to the Kuhnian stickiness of the high-sensitivity
model-based paradigm that these anomalies become ‘the anticipated and
usual’. Critics argue that the satellite temperature is not relevant because
it does not reflect conditions at the Earth’s surface. This is a remarkable
defence of the existing paradigm, as incorrectly specifying the vertical
distribution of temperature invalidates virtually every model-based
simulation of cloudiness, convection, and precipitation, that are indeed
all driven by the vertical temperature lapse rate.
To what lengths will scientists behave in a misleading fashion to
maintain the high-sensitivity paradigm? Will paradigm-defining scient
ists cherrypick data to indicate everything is ‘anticipated’ and ‘usual’?

Cherrypicking beginning and end dates
In 1996, the Fourth Conference of the Parties to the United Nations’
1992 Framework Convention on Climate Change was scheduled to
begin in mid-July. Earlier that month, a remarkable paper appeared
in Nature, one of the highest-impact science journals in the world,
claiming that GCMs were very accurate in simulating the time-evolving
three-dimensional thermal structure of the atmosphere as greenhouse-
gas – mainly CO2 – concentrations increased (Santer et al. 1996).
The modelled atmosphere included both CO2 warming and sulphate
cooling (as well as a small effect from stratospheric ozone depletion).
The core model result is shown as Figure 18.2. The signal characteristic
of it is that warming is greater in the free troposphere in the Southern
Hemisphere, owing to the virtual lack of atmospheric sulphates south
of the thermal equator.
The peculiarity of the paper was that it covered the period from 1963
to 1987, although the upper-air data required for a three-dimensional
analysis was reliably catalogued back to 1957 – by one of the paper’s
thirteen authors – Abraham Oort of the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory in Princeton. The starting date of 1963 was also a very cool
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Figure 18.2 Climate-model projections of atmospheric temperature change
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Projections for different atmospheric heights and latitudes as depicted in Santer et al. (1996).
Source: reprinted by permission from Nature Publishing Group – Santer, BD et al., ‘A search
for human influences on the thermal structure of the atmosphere’, Nature, vol. 382, pp. 39-46,
copyright 1996.

point in global records, as temperatures were chilled by the 1962 eruption
of Indonesia’s Mount Agung, one of the four large stratovolcanoes in the
twentieth century, and the biggest since Alaska’s Katmai in 1912.
The year 1987 also seemed to be an odd ending point. Data were
certainly available through to 1994, seven years later, and updatable
through to 1995. It is noteworthy that 1987 was an El Niño year, and
therefore relatively warm compared to the rest of the study period.
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The match between the observed three-dimensional temperature profile and the modelled profile was persuasive because of the
projected difference between warming in the two hemispheres, with a
substantial ‘hot spot’ – both simulated and observed – in the lower and
mid-tropospheric Southern Hemisphere, as shown in the upper chart
of Figure 18.3. And, indeed, as shown in the lower chart of Figure 18.3
(circled), the relative rise in temperature in this region during the study
period (1963–1987) was profound.
However, the omission of data from the years 1957–62 and 1988–95
was puzzling. The reason these data were not included became clear
when I added them in (Michaels & Knappenberger 1996). If all the
data were used, there would have been no significant match between
the modelled and observed data (Figure 18.3, lower chart). Santer et al.
simply discarded the data that didn’t fit their preconceived hypothesis.
When our result appeared in Nature, Santer et al. penned a rambling and
unsubstantive response (1996).

Adjusting away the pause
Another ‘anomaly’ that is of particular interest to the sensitivity argument
is the ‘pause’, or ‘hiatus’, in surface warming that appeared in both surface
and tropospheric records beginning around 1996 and continuing until
the very large-scale 2015–2016 El Niño.
The temperature trends, however, were modified for the official record
by Karl and colleagues (2015). After making the changes, Karl et al. wrote,
‘It is also noteworthy that the new global trends are statistically significant
and positive at the 0.10 significance level for 1998–2012 …’ But the 0.10
significance level is hardly normative science, which has long embraced the
0.05 level (a 1-in-20, or less, chance of the effect being described being due
to change (unexplained processes) as the de facto standard).
Karl et al. managed to warm temperatures during the pause by using
data that ‘disinclude’ (their word) satellite-sensed sea-surface temperature
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Figure 18.3 Observed atmospheric temperature trends
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Actual trends vary with the start and end date. In the colourful area-chart (bottom), temperatures
have been calculated for a component of the atmosphere for the period 1963-1987. Yet the data is
available for the longer period, 1957–1995: as shown in the top time-series chart.
Source: adapted with permission from Nature Publishing Group – Michaels, PJ & Knappenberger,
PC, ‘Human effect on global climate?’ Nature, vol. 384, pp. 522-523, copyright 1996.
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data (2015). Instead, they used highly suspect temperatures measured in
the cooling-intake tubes of ocean-going vessels. The data from a rapidly
proliferating network of drifting buoys with excellent instrumentation
were then adjusted upwards by 0.12 °C in order to match the ships’ data.
Because there are increasing numbers of buoys, this would necessarily
induce some warming into recent years’ data. Immediately thereafter,
NASA adopted the Karl et al. (2015) modification, and similarly attenuated the pause.
A variety of concerns have been raised about the validity of the Karl
et al. rewriting of the surface temperature history – concerns which
led to an investigation by the US Congress (Smith 2015, pers. comm.
14 July).1

Stratospheric cooling
Perhaps the most intriguing issue involves the recent evolution of
temperatures in the stratosphere. The theory of surface warming being
created by increasing concentrations of lower atmospheric greenhouse
gases requires a compensatory drop in stratospheric temperatures, as the
solar energy incident upon the Earth remains nearly constant.
Figure 18.4 shows the stratospheric temperatures (after removing
internal natural variability) as sensed by satellites, beginning in 1979.
The obvious spikes are associated with the 1983 and 1992 tropical stratovolcanoes (El Chichon and Pinatubo), and the expected decline in
temperatures is obvious until precisely the time in which the pause in
surface warming commences in 1996 – then the decline stops in this
layer. The timing of the observed decline is not consistent with the
ozone depletion caused by chlorofluorocarbons as that is centred higher,
peaking in the mid-stratosphere. The cessation of lower stratosphere
cooling coincides with the beginning of the ‘pause’ or ‘hiatus’ in lower
1

https://cdn.arstechnica.net/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/rep_smith_noaa_letters.pdf.
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Figure 18.4 Lower stratospheric temperatures
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Source: John Christy, University of Alabama, Huntsville.

atmospheric warming. This is evidence that the ‘pause’ was a real aspect
of the climate’s behaviour, and not merely a result of data handling, as
suggested by Karl et al. in their 2015 paper.

Modelling climate sensitivities
In the latest suite of climate models in the scientific summary of the
UN’s IPCC, the mean sensitivity of surface temperature to a doubling of
CO2 is 3.2 °C, and the warming rates are clearly too large. There are two
independent, but mutually consistent, estimates of a revised sensitivity
that roughly cut the IPCC’s figure in half and bring it more in line with
the observed temperature history.
The first owes to the fact that the increase in atmospheric CO2 is a
low-order exponential function, while the response of temperature to
incremental changes in CO2 is logarithmic. That this sums roughly
to a straight line of constantly increasing temperature is very clear from
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Figure 18.5 Global temperature projections relative to 1986−2005
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Source: Stocker et al. 2013.

inspection of the most recent suite of climate models (see Figure 18.5)
as well as in observed temperatures since the second warming of the twentieth century began in 1977. The observed surface temperature history,
which includes the very warm 2015 data, shows the profound linearity of
global warming, which is about 60% of what has been predicted, therefore yielding a sensitivity of just more than half of the model average, or
about 1.8 °C.

Sulphates do not explain lack of warming
The IPCC has offered two explanations for the lack of modelled warming,
one of which is the argument concerning sulphate compensation.
Sulphates occur as aerosols, largely from the combustion of coal. One of
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their effects in the atmosphere is to scatter incoming light, increasing the
Earth’s albedo, which is thought to contribute to cooling.
The IPCC explanation, however, is weak, as it contains very large
uncertainties. The problem lies not with the recent warming, but with
the warming of the early twentieth century. Greenhouse-gas emissions
were relatively low then, so if one (erroneously) insists on ascribing this
warming to human activity (which the UN explicitly did in the 2015
Paris Agreement), then the sulphate effect had to be very small at that
time. At the same time, the recent sulphate effect would have to be very
large in order to compensate for the extremely large warming that must
be occurring now if the early twentieth-century warming were caused
by CO2.
Max-Planck Institute’s Bjorn Stevens (along with most climate scient
ists – who will not speak publicly about it) was aware of this conundrum
and used the temperature history to self-calibrate the sulphate cooling
effect (Stevens 2015). In doing so, he whittled down the cooling exerted
in the temperature record from sulphates to between 0.2 and 0.8 °C.
Nic Lewis and Judith Curry examined Stevens’s statistics and showed
that the most likely value is around 0.4 °C (Lewis 2015). This is less than
half of the cooling they exert, on average, in the IPCC’s models.

The reluctance to abandon the modelled paradigm
Why does the climate-modelling community elide such simple and
obvious calculations? The answer may be in the nature of modern
science, especially modern climate science.
In the US, the academic reward structure revolves around an individual creating a substantial body of research, beginning in graduate school,
and in around five years’ time achieving their first ‘tenure track’ position
as an assistant professor. In climate science, it is almost impossible to
do this without a massive amount of research support, and the only
provider of this is the federal government. A reasonable estimate is that it
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takes about US$5 million in research funds to publish sufficient research
to receive tenure at a tier-one research university.
While agencies like the US National Science Foundation may claim
that their awards are strictly based on peer-reviewed merit, the peer-
reviewers have their own self-interest at heart, and are not likely to look
kindly on proposals challenging the paradigm that fed and promoted
them. Other funders, such as NASA, the US Department of Energy,
and the US Department of Commerce (where Karl’s revised temperature history originated), clearly have political masters, missions, and
agendas. The US Global Change Research Program (USGCRP), a
consortium of all federal entities that receive substantial climate change
research funding, is required – by statute – to summarise the research
it largely funds every five years. Who could possibly believe that it will
seriously entertain grant proposals hypothesising that global temperatures are systematically flawed, that the sensitivity of surface temperature
to CO2 has been overestimated, or that people will obviously adapt to
climate change (if only their economies are free enough to be sufficiently
nimble)?
Consequently, the young researcher seeking tenure is forced to apply
for funding within the political programme, as well as within the scientific paradigm. And who of them are going to even attempt to publish
results that might imply that the USGCRP – which has brought financial security for so many – is a massive irrelevancy?
Ultimately, this leads to research results in a flux of ‘publication
bias’ in which findings that do not support a funded hypothesis are not
reported, or, if such a result is obtained, then the models and procedures
are run and re-run with different or modified variables (so-called ‘model
tuning’) until what Hourdin (2017) calls an ‘anticipated acceptable
range’ of model output.
The evidence for this is compelling. John Ioannidis first documented such problems in biomedical science, in a paper titled ‘Why
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Most Published Research Findings are False’ (2005) and Daniele Fanelli
(2012) generalised them. Ioannidis noted that the demand to publish
and get funding is so strong that many studies are designed to inevit
ably produce positive results, or for the experimental data to support
the original research hypothesis, which was usually generated itself by a
research grant proposal.
In 2012, Daniele Fanelli published a seminar paper with the title,
‘Negative Results are Disappearing from Most Disciplines and Countries’ (ibid.). Based on a sample of 5000 published papers, it is clear that
there is a large and systematic increase in the percentage of studies reporting positive results in support of the original (and probably the research
grant) hypothesis. Fanelli notes that the malaise does not appear to infect
purely physical sciences, which are derived largely from mathematics,
but that the problem accrues more where results are difficult to test.
Given that, ultimately, climate models are about an unrealised future, it
should not be surprising if the ‘positive results’ bias were especially operative. As an overlay, the more a country adopts the ‘American model’ for
advancement (requiring massive funding for continued employment),
the more disproportionately positive results are published. Together with
Ioannidis, Fanelli found that if an international team of scientists invites
an American author onboard, the probability of a positive result doubles.
The increasing dominance of positive results enhances the longevity
of existing paradigms. Science historian David Wojick has demonstrated
that the reigning paradigm in climate science is defined by climate
models, even though they are clearly failing. Using the search term
‘modeling’, he found that 55% of all scientific papers employing a quantitative model are in the field of climate science, despite the fact that
climate science comprises only 2% of the US science budget.
This ensures all manuscripts submitted for review that demonstrate
the models are failing will receive a vigorous and largely negative review.
An attack on climate models is, simply put, an attack on climate science.
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Conversely, manuscripts in support of climate models, or using their
output to drive subsidiary models, are likely to be lightly reviewed and
quickly published.
This is in addition to publication bias. The need for paradigm protection by rejecting papers that themselves reject model hypotheses is the
best way to assure that programmatic funding continues, both at the
federal level and at the level of the individual researcher in pursuit of
global leadership and a full professorship.
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